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Trivial Pursuit is a board game from Canada in which winning is determined by a player's ability to answer general knowledge and popular culture questions. Dozens of question sets have been released for the game. The question cards are organized into themes; for instance, in the standard Genus question set, questions in green deal with science and nature. This Royal Canadian Mint struck 2017 Canada Trivial Pursuit 35th Anniversary 1 ounce Silver Enameled Proof $25 Dollar Coin is in GEM Proof condition in its Original Government Packaging. Emily Unsicker. Coins. Trivial Pursuit game- the first edition and original board (Genus edition) before specialized editions came out. SD❤ Board Games We Want! The must have trivia game for all book worms! This game combines the fun of the Trivial Pursuit game with the exciting world of books, authors and literary characters. Inside there are over 2,000 fascinating questions from six different categories. You'll find questions on English and American literature as well as popular romance novels. Your favorite childhood stories are included, too.